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Community
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We asked in the
community, what are
the thoughts regarding
the future of South
African Film industry,
and this is what they
had to say.
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Noko Maboea
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Grace Selolo
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of film making.
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They are really amazing
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Makhosazana Tshabalala

Kholofelo Mabore
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non-profit organisation, The Global Media
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storytelling and executing a short film video
project to give them experience in producH
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The SHALK is a multi-faceted, grassroots
nonprofit that offers motivated young people
opportunities for educational development,
extracurricular activities and new experiH
ences. It’s also a place where they can find
basic necessities like nutritious meals, clean
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The two organisations came up with a
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burg’s townships that lack access to technolH
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They spent two weeks providing the trainH
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their own video stories, the participants got
immersive course in production.
Through the various projects, students
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storytelling and the value of owning and
sharing their narratives. They also developed
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ships and job opportunities in the JohannesH
burg area. After completing the program,
an event to honour them for their hard work
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in Kliptown, where they were given certifiH
cates. Guests were also given an opportunity
to view the amazing videos created by these
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paired with a volunteer Producer, Camera
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their collaborative idea. Participants were
divided into two groups, the 1st group did
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Ubber/Taxify Drivers and Taxi drivers in
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an amazing music video. Both were great
videos; the sound and the picture quality
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This was made possible by KimberH
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politics and social activism, the founder of
the Global media project and Orla ManH
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“This has been an amazing journey,
working with the students that have so
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resources and access, South African film
can be one of the leading film industries,”
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We asked some of the students about
what they have learned in the programme
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“I have learned how to edit and that it
all involves hard work but at the end of the
day, you produce beautiful results. If you
have the right people, nothing is impossiH
ble,” said Nonhlanhla Msibi.
“This was a great opportunity which
enlightened us on a lot of things. I have
leaned that it is not just about what is in
front of the camera, but what goes on beH
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in filmmaking is key. It has also taught us
to use what we have to create a good story,
it doesn’t have to be something fancy,” said
Kate Ngwenya.
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Orla Manning and Kimberly Selden congratulating Bongani Ngwenya.

